TURNING BEAUTIFUL PLACES
INTO FAVORITE PLACES.

INDIVIDUALITY
IS FUN.

YOUR WISH
IS OUR COMMAND.

Customised things are fun and really let your
personality shine through. Your customer might
even want to configure a frame that is not
necessarily shaped to fit a particular picture.
It might be designed to fit a certain wall, a
special spot over the sofa, or maybe it needs
to be really small to spruce up an empty space.
Get inspired by walther design and let your
creativity and that of your customer take flight.
Have fun creating frames with your personalised
dimensions.

walther design will fulfil your wishes, and those of
your customers, with the greatest care and to the
highest quality standard. We would be pleased to
answer any questions you may have and provide
any necessary support for your frame configuration.

CUSTOMISED
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BY WALTHER DESIGN.
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Over 100 different
designs.

YOUR STYLE. YOUR PICTURE.
YOUR FRAME.
It is not the sofa, table or cabinet that infuse
personality into a living space, but rather the
accessories and unique personal touches. Lamps,
pillows, family heirlooms and great finds make a
house a home. Distinctive interior design is first and
foremost shaped by wall decorations, whether by
photos or pictures, your own creations or valuable
works of art created by someone else.
Everyone’s measure of success is different.
It is often the most special, unique works of art that
deviate from standard dimensions. walther design
has a solution:

Customised picture frames created to
meet your customers’ needs perfectly.
Configure your very own personalised
picture frame from walther design at
www.myperfect.design in just a few
easy steps.

YOUR FRAME.
STEP BY STEP.
Uncompromising design.
More than 30 years of experience in the production
and design of picture frames guarantee the
highest, long-lasting quality made in Germany
with the most appealing designs.
Design your own personal frame, perfectly suited
to your lifestyle and the picture to be framed
in the colour of your choice. Choose from more
than 23 attractive solid wood frames in over 100
different colours and a wide variety of shapes. To
ensure that your picture is optimally showcased,
you and your customer can select premium clear
or anti-reflective glass. Anti-reflective glass is
especially useful in very bright rooms, where the
matte finish will minimise the disruptive reflections
caused by direct sunlight.

walther design makes ordering frames with
custom dimensions as easy as it can be. The
walther design frame configurer will get you to
your desired frame in just a few self-explanatory
steps. A detailed overview of our service offer
with frame contour drawings and corresponding
colour selections make it easy to come to
a decision. At the end of the configuration
process, you will be shown a visual rendering
of your order, so that you can check it carefully.
A back panel, hanging and a practical closure
system are included for landscape or portrait
pictures in the delivery.

The frame is completed with a perfectly fitting
passepartout. Our cutting service produces
passepartouts in your desired dimensions from
sturdy, acid-free board with precision bevel cuts.
Here, you also have a wide variety of colours to
choose from.

walther design.
As unique as
your needs.

We are happy to fulfil special requests.
Depending on what you or your customer have
planned, it is also possible to simply order a
passepartout or an empty frame without glass
or a back panel. Or you can create it as an
extra-special personal gift for a wedding or a
birth by having the frame or glass laser engraved
or finished with UV digital printing.

